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 It is the sequel to the 2001 Guitar Hero, which was developed by Neversoft and published by RedOctane. The game was the
ninth best-selling game in the United States for 2003. Guitar Hero II features a complete redesign of the gameplay and

interface, with the player using guitars to guide a character through a series of musical challenges. The game received positive
reviews, and was nominated for the Game Critics Awards "Best Music Game", Spike TV Video Game Awards "Best Music

Game" and the IGN Readers Choice Awards "Best Music Game". Contents The plot of the game is set in a futuristic setting that
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describes the history of Earth, beginning with the second World War. The player controls the character of the Blackguard as
he/she/it travels through the warfronts of Eastern and Western Europe, freeing the various European countries from an

oppressive regime. The main story of the game is set after the events of Guitar Hero, in which the Blackguard takes part in a
number of different missions. In addition to these main missions, the player must also complete "Rock Challenges" on any

difficulty, "Expert Challenges" on Expert difficulty, and unlock minigames such as the "Guitar Hero II Rock 'Em Sock 'Em
Robots". After the player completes a minigame, the reward is money, experience points and weapons. There are also optional

minigames that can be unlocked through the game's "Mission Mode". These minigames include video-arcade games and
practice modes. The game world of Guitar Hero II has been completely redesigned. The main story takes place in Europe, and
the player travels through six different countries: The United States, the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom, Nazi Germany,
Latin America and Eastern Europe. Each of these countries has four levels, with each country containing several boss stages.
The boss stages in each country are linked together by a world tour to form a sequence. After completing each world tour, the

player returns to the world map and then chooses another world tour. Each time the player plays a minigame, they earn
experience points to level up. This means the player starts out in a limited form of the game and is given more weapons and

abilities by unlocking more experience points. The minigames are divided into "Arcade" and "Practice" modes. Arcade modes
include minigames such as the "Guitar Hero II Rock 'Em Sock 'Em Robots" and "Guitar Hero II 82157476af
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